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There were

Dad and Mom

Seven sons

Five daughters

ER especially gifted

Prizes, scholerships



a tribute to one who rose 

from humble beginnings in 

rural New Zealand to world 

eminence. It is also to show 

New Zealand children that 

they too can aspire to great 

heights.





Digging potatoes when

Mom told him .... 

”That’s the last 

potato I’ll dig”

����



Welcomed by

J. J. Thomson

What’s he doing?



Letter to Mom, July 1896

I have been working pretty 

steadily with Professor J. J. 

Thomson on the X-rays and find 

it pretty interesting. ...

The method is very simple. A 

little bulb is exhausted of air and 

an electrical discharge sent 

through, The bulb then lights up 

and looks of a greenish colour. 

The X-rays are given off ...



prizes, medals, ..



Other letters

I congratulate myself on  

my success

my blushing honours are 

lying thick upon me ..

X-rays make ions



Two kinds of rays

calls them

Alpha rays

Beta rays

discovers



1898 – 1907, at McGill Univ.

General belief

the main things had 

all been found out

remained a great 

number of relatively 

minor matters 



+ Radium receives its 

energy by absorption of 

ethereal waves





McGill 1905



not as big as

LHC, IceCube, ...



public talks, demonstrations, 

guest of honour, dinners, ..

to Mom: If you get the August 

number of Harper Magazine 

you will see a photo of my 

noble self

to Wife: Would you prefer 2500 

dollars or three weeks more of my 

company?  (=year’s salary)



by aC
not yet



It is important I should 

write it up as they are all 

following my trail, and if 

I am to have a chance 

for a Nobel Prize in the 

next few years I must 

keep my work moving.

1903



1907

7 nominations,  physics NP

1 nominations, chemistry NP

1908

5 nominations, physics

3 nominations, chemistry

all except one from Germany 

and Sweden

















and JJ ?



Nobels in Stockholm 1907

nominated for radioactivity,

decay of radium, -> chemical

yes, he is a physicist but some of 

his work is of fundamental 

importace also in chemistry

Let’s wait and sort it out



Nobels in Stockholm 1908

The two committees meet and agree

Consider three worthy candidates

Rutherford eclipses the other two

Undisputed leader, epoch-maker

Solid, precise, systematical work,

all the way to completion, drawn 

conclusions, huge impact on the 

progress of science



years later, aka



”for his investigations 
into the disintegration of 
the elements, and the 
chemistry of radioactive 
substances”





1912: Poynting

1918: Barkla

1922: Bohr

1926/27: CTR Wilson

1929: Richardson

1930: Raman

1935: Chadwick

1937: Cockroft+Walton

nominates



”My correspondence 

alarms me by its 

dimensions”





SC  C > = vac

SC SuperCelebrity 

operator



nominates Soddy in chemistry but 

sends the nomination to phys



1907-1919

fantstic collaborator

Hans Geiger (1882 - 1945)



I have been working recently 

on scattering of alpha and beta 

particles and have devised a 

new atom to explain the 

results, and also a special 

theory of scattering. Geiger is 

examining this experimentally, 

and finds so far it is in good 

agreement with the facts. I am 

publishing a paper on the 

subject to appear shortly. 

(1911), letter to Otto Hahn



The last month has been 

filled with congresses and 

celebrations and I am glad 

they are now over and I 

can settle down to three 

weeks’ uninterrupted work 

before the vacation.

(1912) to Mom



In 1919, just before 

going to Cambridge, 

discovers the

in alpha + nitrogen and names it

1919 - 1937



TALK
SOFTLY

PLEASE



Crowe, my boy, you’re 

always wrong until I’ve

proved you right! Now 

we’ll find their range

Paul L.

One can hardly speak of 
being friendly with a force 
of Nature





starts in 1922

T. Svedberg 1922/23

D.S. Jordan 1924

J. Stark 31,32,33,35,37

((Wien 1923 rejected))



I consider it my 

scientific duty to 

ask you to urgently 

take the decision 

and give the physics 

prize to ”Herrn 

Rutherford.”

(1931)



Svedberg: two reasons

- atomic model

- discovery of the proton

Committees arguments againt 
the prize not convincing at all

->chemistry 1908 wrong

-> Bohr’s atom better



very little sympathy for giving  

the same person two Nobels

none his countrymen have

Sir Ernest’s meritorious 

contributions are so great and 

widely known that his standing, 

and possiblities to do researh 

would hardly be affected by a 

second prize.

He has already the highest position 

in the British Empire

nominated him





President, Royal

Society

a Knight, a Baron, +++



I don’t think he 

cared

but if he had 

wanted to have a 

second NP....

















Materialistic 

hypothsis

means

Einstein’s 

photon of 1905



1933

The transformation of 
the atom are of 
extraordinary interest to 
scientists but we cannot 
control atomic energy to 
an extent which would be 
of any value 
commercially, and I 
believe we are not likely 
ever to be able to do so.



Our interest in the matter 
is purely scientific, and 
the experiments which 
are being carried out will 
help us to a better 
understanding of the 
structure of matter.

How innocent he was!





Some seem to be 

more perfect than 

others

and

”our  dear  Lord”

is as perfect as 

you can be



Would 

have loved

to be here



[|á twä|vx àÉ çÉâ[|á twä|vx àÉ çÉâ[|á twä|vx àÉ çÉâ[|á twä|vx àÉ çÉâ

ÊÊÊÊfÑxÇw ÅÉÜx à|Åx |Ç  fÑxÇw ÅÉÜx à|Åx |Ç  fÑxÇw ÅÉÜx à|Åx |Ç  fÑxÇw ÅÉÜx à|Åx |Ç  
à{|Ç~|Çz tÇw Äxáá |Ç à{|Ç~|Çz tÇw Äxáá |Ç à{|Ç~|Çz tÇw Äxáá |Ç à{|Ç~|Çz tÇw Äxáá |Ç 
wÉ|ÇzwÉ|ÇzwÉ|ÇzwÉ|ÇzÊÊÊÊ



”It is essential for you to to  It is essential for you to to  It is essential for you to to  It is essential for you to to  

take interest in the take interest in the take interest in the take interest in the 

administration of your own administration of your own administration of your own administration of your own 

affairs or else the affairs or else the affairs or else the affairs or else the 

professional civil servants professional civil servants professional civil servants professional civil servants 

would stop in ..and then the would stop in ..and then the would stop in ..and then the would stop in ..and then the 

LordLordLordLord help youhelp youhelp youhelp you.”



g{tÇ~ çÉâg{tÇ~ çÉâg{tÇ~ çÉâg{tÇ~ çÉâ

_ÉÜw  eâà{xÜyÉÜw_ÉÜw  eâà{xÜyÉÜw_ÉÜw  eâà{xÜyÉÜw_ÉÜw  eâà{xÜyÉÜw


